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ABSTRACT

In Nach Mitternacht, the author Inngard Keun unveils a society that is a

counter-image to that portrayed by the National Socialist regime. By giving the
reader an amplified yet sharp picture oflife in the Third Reich, Keun not only
exposes the Regime's repression mechanisms, but she also raises the question of
individual responsibility among the petit-bourgeoisie, discussing very early-on the
issue of co-participation. Keun's critical engagement does not fall short of aesthetical
quality. A seemingly naive narrator deconstructs Nazi discourse through various
literary devices which break the one-to-one system of signification typical of
totalitarian discourses. Keun succeeds in deconstructing the Nazi regime by focusing
on specific parts of society, zooming in on different situations and on the lives of
different people, offering the reader a dissected picture of life in the Third Reich.
Hence, Keun delivers a critical and complex political analysis of the early years of
the Third Reich.

VI

TIlE LIFE OF IRMGARD KEUN

Ich bin feige. Unter anderem habe ich eine panische Angst vor: Sprengstoffen, Beamten mit
Aktenmappen (die nur uniformierten sind meistens weniger tiickisch), wilden Pferden, Revolvem
(auch ungeladen), Spinnen, Nachtfaltem, Lokalpatrioten, Zimmervermieterinnen und Fanatikem,
mit und ohne Weltanschauung.
Inngard Keun from Selbtsportdt einer Frau mit schlechten Eigenschafien

Inngard Keun's life is both fascinating and controversial. It is fascinating because Jrmgard
Keun was able to experience different stages of Germany's socio-politicallife: the end of the
Weimar Republic, the rise and fall of the Third Reich and the postwar period in Germany. In
addition to experiencing life in actual exile, Keun also experienced self-exile during the period she
lived in anonymity in Germany before the end of the war. Inngard Keun's life has also been
marked by controversy. Keun has been portrayed in many different and often contradictory ways:

Wunderkind, hero, liar, feminist and chauvinist. As Hiltrud Hanzschel points out, these
contradictions are a consequence of the gaps of information on Keun' s past:
me weniger tiber das Leben eines Menschen, in unserem Fall einer Authorin,
bekannt ist,je groJ3er die Leerstellen im biographischen Material sind, urn so mehr
Raurn bleibt zum einem fur die Selbstinzenierung des eigenen Initiationmythos als
Kiinstlerin, zum anderen fur die phantasievolle Besttickung ihrer Lebensbtihne

durch die Biographen. (116)
In fact very little is known about Keun' s childhood. Inngard Keun was born in Berlin, on

February 6th , 1905. Keun, however, claimed 1910 as her date of birth, making herself five years
younger. As Hiltrud Hantzschel writes, Keun "hat Ausklinfte gegeben, die freilich nicht Einblick
gewahren, sondem den zudringlichen, sensationsllistemen Blick der fragenden Journalisten nach
Laune bedienen und belUgen" (116). According to Hantzschel, Keun manipulated information
about her life in order to enrich her career as a writer. Hantzschel argues that Keun's lying about her
age helped create the myth that she was a specially gifted young writer, having been only 21 years
old when her first book was published. As she observes "[f]Unf Jahre eines noch jungen
Lebenslaufes tilgen, das hat intetpretatorische Konzequenzen fur das Selbstbild, die Stilisierung
zum fiiihreifen Wunderkind ... .Darnit wird der Mythos des genialen 'Schnellschu13' glaubhaft"
(117). Indeed, when Keun was rediscovered in the early 1970's, the 'fact' that Keun was in her
early twenties when her first book was published was given a lot of emphasis. Jtirgen Serke
describes how the "22 jahrige in die Popularillit wirbelte," (162) and Elfried Jelinek writes that
Keun was "noch ganz jung, als sie ihren ersten Roman schrieb" (221).
As one can see in Keun's case, the 'empty spaces' in an author's life not only open up the

possibility for manipulation of the biography, but also allow for a lot of speculation from
interviewers and biographers. Ursula Krechel recognizes it is easy "in den Windungen einer
fremden, aber nah empfundenen Existenz fur die ausgeleierte Schrauben der eigenen
Moglichkeiten und Begrenzungen knirschen zu horen" (Krechel 103). Jtirgen Serke was one of the
first to rediscover Inngard Keun in the seventies and his compilation Die verbannten Dichter,
which contains a long section on Keun, was very important in reactivating the public interest in
2

exile authors. However, exactly because it was so influential, a lot of what is generally known about
Keun today derives from Serke's writings and is often taken as truth, although a lot of it is mere
speculation. Serke portrays Keun as an absolute hero, a martyr, as the personification of good in the
time of evil. He writes, for instance, that Keun "wurde festgenommen, verhart, gefoltert und wieder
freigelassen" (162). However, there is no evidence that Keun was tortured or even arrested.
(I-HintzscheI118) The main problem with Serke's assessment ofKeun is nevertheless the fact that
by manipulating information in this manner, he often reduces a multifaceted life into onedimension. By portraying Keun as a precocious hero and later as a drunk, somewhat decadent
writer, Serke oversimplifies Keun's life and career.!
Inngard Keun moved to Cologne with her parents in 1913, where her father Eduard Keun,
became the manager of an oil refinery. In Cologne, she attended the Lyceum and according to her
resume, later worked as a stenotypist. 2 Keun finally gained permission from her father to attend
acting school and attended the KaIner Schauspieischule from 1925 until 1927. It was during this
time that she met Johannes TraIow whom she later married. Keun's career as an actress did not last
very long. She worked in the Thalia theater in Hamburg for one season and in the city theater in
Greifswald for another. She then returned to her parents in Cologne and began writing. Keun
mentions in her resume that the author Rudolph Presber played an important role as a critic and
motivator in her beginnings as a writer. Alfred Dablin is another possible influence, but the extent
of his influence on her career is not certain?
All the contradictions surrounding her life and especially her age do not change the fact that
Keun's first books, Gilgi eine von uns and Das kunstseidene Mddchen, enjoyed tremendous public
and critical success in Germany during the final Weimar years. Her career as a writer began at the
3

end of the Weimar Republic period. The first novel Gilgi, eine von uns was published in 1931 and
became an instant success in Germany. It became a best seller, marking the beginning of a
promising career.4 The book received excellent reviews, the best known of which was written by
Kurt Tucholsky in Weltbuhne "[e]ine schreibende Frau mit Humor, sieh mal an! Hurra! Hurra! Hier
ist ein Talent. Wenn die noch arbeitet, reist, eine groBe Liebe hinter sich und eine mittelere bei 'sich
hat: aus dieser Frau kann einmal was werden" (180). Although for the most part positive,
Tucholsky's review also presents condescending undertones. He observes that Keun's writing is
impressive in the first part of the book in spite of the fact that Keun is a woman "Wenn Frauen tiber
die Liebe schreiben, geht das fast immer schief: sauer oder siiBlich. Diese hier [Keun] findet in der
ersten Hiilfte des Buches den guten Ton"\180).
Keun's career continued to flourish,6 at a time when the optimism and liberalism of the
young Weimar republic were fading. The early 1930' s were marked by economic crises, by massunemployment and by the resurfacing of political radicalism. When Keun's second novel Das
kunstseidene Mddchen was published in 1932, it achieved equal success as Gilgi. lbis, however,
was not without consequences for Keun. Women's emancipation, abortion, and prostitution were
some of the themes discussed in Keun's first books. Although they were appealing to the public,
they went against the reactionary and conservative tendencies surfacing in the cultural life of that
time. As Rita Jo Horsley states "by the late twenties and early thirties this myth of the modem
independent woman had become subject to more intense criticism, and the return to more
traditional images offernininity had begun" (39).7 The protagonists in both books are young
women trying to find their way through the many contradictory values of the late Weimar Republic.
At the same time striving to be modem (sexually and financially independent), the late Weimar
4

women felt the push back into more traditional female roles.
As Keun was believed to be a vel)' young woman herself when her book was published,
some argue that Gilgi eine von uns has a strong autobiographical character. Some similarities
between Keun and her protagonist further contributed to such a biographical interpretation. Keun
herself, however, dismantles the idea that her books are autobiographical. Keun simply had an
extraordinary sense of her time and a fine-tuned perception of her surroundings. When asked by
Christa Maerker during an interview published in the Franlifurter Rundschau about how much of
her own experience is worked in to her stories, Keun herself explains: "Kaum. Wenig. Mehr
Beobachtungen an anderen" (N. pag.).
With the rise of National Socialism, Keun's career in Germany was cut short.
Naturally the Nazis perceived the themes in her book as offensive and therefore they were
listed early on, in what Gerd Rollof calls, the predecessor of the future black lists.
According to Rollof, Keun' s books appeared "auf allen hektografierten VorHiufem der
ersten '[s]chwarzen Liste' zur 'Sauberung der Volksbtichereien oder zur 'Orientierung'
der Verleger" (Wtirzemer 51). In early 1933 her books were considered "Asphaltliteratur
mit antideutscher Tendenz," (Wtirzemer 51) and later on August i

h

1933, Das

kunstseidene Madchen was confiscated in Prussia and on the next day in Bavaria. Rollof
shows, for instance, how Keun's books were brought to attention through the Reichsbund

der deutschen Beamten, because of a passage in Gilgi eine von uns where Keun creates a
parallel between prostitutes and public workers. 8
Keun went on the offensive, and in a somewhat naIve gesture, she sued the

Gestapo before a Berlin court for compensation for the financial loss caused by the
5

confiscation of her books. One month later she received the following answer:
Die Bticher sind von dem Herrn Prasidenten der Reichsschriftumskammer
tiber schadliches und unerwtinschtes Schriftum eingereicht und
beschlagnahmt und eingezogen worden. Schadenersatzansprtiche stehen
Ihnen mithin nicht zu. (Rollof 123)
In spite of this negative decision, Keun does not give up trying to receive reparations. She
tried several other courts, obtaining the same negative result.
Contrary to what is believed, Keun's next step was not exile. She left Germany in
the early part of 1936 and not 1935 as it had been previously thought. Probably in a last
attempt to continue her career in Germany, Keun filled out an application to become a
member of the Reichschriftumskammer. Her application was later found along with her
resume, which was dated from January 1936. This shows that Keun's decision to go into
exile was not as simple as writers such as Serke would have liked to believe. It was not
until 1936, when she received an offer from the Querido publishing house in Amsterdam
to print her next book, when she decided to emigrate. 9 In contrast to other exile authors,
she left Germany fairly late, thus experiencing life in the early years of the Third Reich,
the scenario for her book Nach Mitternacht. Keun's personal relationships were deeply
affected by the changes in her life.
Her 1933 marriage to the writer and director Johannes Tralow ended in 1937,
when their divorce was finalized, almost one year after her departure into exile. Unlike
Keun, Tralow succeded in becoming a member of the Reichschriftummskammer in 1936.
He decided to stay in Germany and to play according to the rules of the Third Reich:
6

"Heute sehe ich die ErfUllung meines Suchens in den im Schriftwerk des FUhrers
niedergelegten Grundsatzen" (Pasche 124). Tralow seems to have tried to be on the
favorable side, since after the end of the war he again quickly changed sides by
participating as a judge in the process of de-nazification and by later becoming the
president of the Communist PEN-Zentrum Ost und West. He died in the former EastBerlin in 1968.
Keun also maintained a relationship with the Jewish doctor Arnold Strauss and the writer
Joseph Roth. She met Strauss in July 1933, six months after her marriage to Tralow. After losing is
job as a pathology professor in Berlin, he decided to leave Germany for the United States. Strauss
was a victim of the first official boycott against Jews in April 1933. After living in Holland and
Italy, he settled in the United States, from where he continued a long-distance relationship with
Keun. She even visited Strauss in the United States; however she could not adapt to life in Arnerica
and could not see herself becoming a writer in the United States. Keun kept this relationship going
- besides emotional support, Strauss gave Keun financial support.

10

While in exile in the summer of 1936 in Ostende, Keun met the writer Joseph
Roth, with whom she fell in love. Keun was fascinated by Roth's "Sarkasmus, seinem
antifaschistischen HaB, seiner Sensualitat und seinem eigenwilligen Charme" (Pasche
126). The fact that Roth was an alcoholic did not bother her; alcohol played a large role in
Keun's own life. In a letter to Arnold Strauss, Keun describes the role played by alcohol
in her life "Man muE diesen Gedanken und das Wissen urn den Zusammenbruch einer
Welt, das Wissen kommende Sintflut, Krieg, usw. Verdrangen, wenn man schreiben will.
Man kann sonst nicht leben. Dazu braucht man Alkohol" (Kreis 83).
7

Amazingly after being in exile five years, Keun returned to Germany in 1941.
Keun was at a crossroads with nowhere to go. Hitler's army was marching through Paris
and Germany was about to occupy the Netherlands. Keun could no longer obtain a visa to
go to the United States. She decided to take advantage of the news that she was dead. A
rumor had spread that Keun had committed suicide. Consequently, Keun managed to live
in secrecy in Cologne under the name of Charlotte Tralow. Keun explains in her letters to
Herman Kesten that her escape was possible with the help of a Nazi officer who was in
love with her and provided her with a fake passport. 11 Whether this is true or not is
impossible to know. However, Keun did manage to survive the Nazi years in Europe.
After her return to Germany, Keun's career as a writer was marked by silence. Although
she did produce short pieces for magazines, papers and a radio show and one more novel,
Keun became a forgotten writer until shortly before her death.
In the postwar years, Keun worked for a radio broadcast in Cologne. She read
every two weeks in the program Kabarett der Zeit stories she wrote about the German
couple Wolfgang und Agatha, which was a satirical representation of the new Germany. 12
The couple represented everything Keun seemed to despise, that is those former
collaborators who became denazified after the end of the war. Keun's criticism of postHitler Germany extended into her next novel, her first book after the war, entitled

Ferdinand, der Mann mit demfreundlichen Herzen, published in 1950. Through the weak
but still critical voice of Ferdinand, Keun exposes the double moral standard in the
postwar Germany. Keun criticizes the many Germans who were again "going with the
flow" serving their own interests and denying that they had had any connections to
8

Nazism. In a letter to Hermann Kesten dated October 10(\ 1946, Keun describes how she
feels being in Germany: "Hier ftihle ich mich so fremd und verloren - so wie damals, als
ich aus Deutschland ging. Oder noch schlimmer. Ich hasse es hier zu sein, und ich habe
nur den Wunsch, wieder fort zu konnen" (38).
In 1951 Keun gave birth to her daughter Martina, not very much is known about
the father, except that he was a doctor in Munich. As Klaus Antes points out, until the
early sixties, Keun still experienced some publishing success in Germany and in EastGermany. However, shortly thereafter Keun stopped writing. She moved to Bonn, where
she lived quietly until 1972, when she moved back to Cologne. In the early seventies her
writings where rediscovered. Her books were once again published and some of her
works were adapted to the stage. In 1981, Nach Mitternacht was made into a film by
Wolfgang Gremm. Also in 1981, Keun was awarded the Marie-Luise-Flei13er-Preis in the
city of Ingolstadt.
Keun's last public reading was in 1980 at the Kolner Stadtbiicherei. Keun died in Cologne
two years later on May 5th , 1982. The manuscript for what Keun's supposed last novel, Keine

AnschlufJ unter diese Nummer, was never found and there is doubt whether Keun had even written
anything. The title by itself reveals Keun's feelings of disconnection with life in Germany.
Although there is no manuscript the title itself is very significant. As Rita Jo Horsley brilliantly
states, Keun's choice of title reflects the "sense of alienation that had dogged her, particularly in the
years of Adenauer, the economic miracle, the cold war mentality and the restauration of
conservative political values" (41). After living in exile, Keun was not able to reestablish a
connection with Germany like she had during the Weimar of the early 1930's. However, Keun's
9

sense of observation and critical perception, which allowed her to produce one of the most critical
novels of the Nazi Regime published in exile - Nach Mitternacht -, were at work until her death in
1982.

10

NACH MITTERNACHT: DECONSTRUCTING THE NAZI REGIME

Irmgard Keun's depiction oflife in Nazi-Germany is often praised for its
authenticity. Klaus Mann, for example, remarks on the sense of authenticity in Nach
Mitternacht:
Nach Mitternacht ist bis zum Rande voll gescheiten Beobachtungen, oft

sehr witzigen und oft sehr schaurigen Details, von kleinen, frappierend
lebendigen Dingen, die so durchaus den Charakter der Echtheit, des
Authentischen haben, daB uns ist, als hatten wir sie seIber gesehen, als
seien wir ganz personlich Zeuge und dabeigewesen. (181)13
Mann recognizes that Nach Mitternacht allows a clear view straight into daily life during
the Nazi period. He praises Keun's keen sense of observation "Da kommt eine begabte
Frau und erziihlt uns, wie es heute aussieht in diesem fUr uns unbetretbaren Land" (166).
However, his praise is also accompanied by criticism. Mann attributes Keun's keen sense
of observation not directly to her skills as a writer, but to the fact that she is a woman
"Frauen haben oft eine besondere, nuchtem unbestechliche, durch keine Theorie
beeinfluBte, sehr eindringliche Art des Beobachtens" (167). Mann does not completely
recognize the book's sense of authenticity, as derived from Keun's artful choice of the
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narrator's language. As this thesis will show, Keun's predominant magnifying glass
motif,

established in the beginning of the story, reveals an author who purposely uses

her litemry language to critic Nazi society. In spite of this somewhat chauvinist comment,
Mann recognizes the importance of Nach Mitternacht: "Es ist ein wichtiges Buch; ebenso
wichtig ... wie die berUhmten Dokumente tiber die Konzentrationslager, tiber die illegale
Arbeit, tiber Martyrium und kampferische Leistung der deutschen Oppposition" (169).
The book itself functions as a magnifying glass allowing Mann and others a series of
snap-shots of daily life in Nazi-Germany. Not only do we learn about Sanna's life, but
also through her perspective we experience other stories about life in Nazi Germany.
Through her eyes we gain insight into the political atmosphere of the time.
Keun's choice of a narrator intensifies her social-political criticism. She furthers
her criticism by giving the 19 year-old Sanna Morder, a seemingly naIve, somewhat
typical young girl worried about clothes and love, the power to view society through a
magnifying glass. By choosing a 19 year-old girl, she implies that one does not need to
be an intellectual in order to be critical of the political and social scenario. Keun chooses
a narrator who is outside the circle of political and social power. The de-centered narrator
is thus free to dissect her surroundings, giving voice to different perspectives and
exposing whomever and whatever she desires. Rita Jo Horseley observes that one of the
key elements to Keun's sharp criticism is " ... the artfully naIve perspective of her narrator,
another simple young woman of modest background but clear sighted powers of
observation and common sense" (78). Indeed, Sanna' s innocence inspires trust from the
other characters in the story. She is a friend and confidant to Liska and Gerti, and she
12

helps her lover Franz to escape from Nazi Germany. As Irene Loriska points out, Sanna
has a privileged view of the social and political landscape in the story:
[g]erade weil sie [Sanna] so offen und fast kindlich-naiv ist, wird sie in
aIle Liebesabenteuer eingeweiht und kann die menschlichen wie die
politischen Verhaltnisse vom Standpunkt des 'unverdorbenen, gesunden
Menschenverstands' betrachten. Und dieser scheinbar einfache Verstand
eroffnet ihr beziehungsweise dem Leser ganz neue und manchmal
tiberraschende Perspektiven. (183)
The narrative happens in a relatively short period of time. It is only 36 hours
between "dem Einkaufsbummel der Ich-Erzahlerin und der nachtlichen Flucht aus
Deutschland gemeinsam mit ihrem Geliebten." (Pasche 86) However, the narrative is full
of reflections and flashbacks, and the events are not organized in a chronological order.
The narrator begins reading a letter sent by her love interest Franz, and then starts
reflecting on her own appearance, proceeding to tell about her past and finally about what
she had experienced that day when Hitler visited Frankfurt.
The narrative is constantly interrupted by flashbacks that give the reader insight
into Sanna's childhood and family relationships. Sanna was born in a small town along
the Mosel and after her father remarries, she moves to Cologne to live with her aunt
Adelheid, a fervent Nazi supporter. Sanna falls in love with Adelheid's son Franz, who is
constantly mistreated by his mother. The protagonist, however, does not stay very long in
Cologne. Jealous of Sanna's relationship with her son, Adelheid denounces her to the
Gestapo. Sanna is arrested and then released. She can no longer stay with her aunt, and
13

therefore moves to Frankfurt to live with her brother Algin and his wife Liska. Sanna
experiences a lot in Frankfurt. She observes how her brother Algin adjusts to Nazism. She
sees how the Nazi State's invasion of one's private life affects her and her friend Gerti's
relationships. She experiences the death of the little girl Bertchen and the suicide of the
journalist Heine. The 36 hours culminate with Sanna's and Franz' escape from Germany
into exile, shortly after midnight.
In Nach Mitternacht, Keun unveils a society that is a counter-image to that
portrayed by the National Socialist regime. By giving the reader an amplified yet sharp
picture of life in the Third Reich, Keun not only exposes the Regime's repression
mechanisms, but she also raises the question of individual responsibility among the petitbourgeoisie, discussing very early the issue of co-participation. Keun's critical
engagement does not fall short of aesthetical quality. A seemingly naIve narrator
de constructs Nazi discourse through various literary devices which break the one-to-one
system of signification typical of totalitarian discourses. 14
Already in the first chapter, Keun establishes a motif that will underline the entire
book: the magnifying glass motive. Keun uses this as a tool to deconstruct the Nazi
regime. As Jaques Derrida states in "Letter to a Japanese Friend", deconstruction is
"necessary to understand how an 'ensemble' was constituted .. .." (272), but Keun's goal
is clearly more than to just understand the Nazi regime as a whole. Keun seeks to expose
its flaws and to undermine the system in its totality. Through the magnifying glass motive
Keun begins to disassemble the Nazi regime. By putting the leaders, the people, and even
nature under a magnifying glass, Keun examines carefully every detail, taking it apart,
14

and therefore, exposing its flaws and contradictions. Nazi ideology, as that of any
totalitarian regime, is very structured and centered around a fixed system of signification.
For each signifier (word) there is a very specific attached signified (concept). For
instance, in Nazi discourse the signifier Volk refers to Aryans, to members of the socalled 'northern race,' who support Hitler's views. Germans who are Aryans but have
different political views are not included. This tight system of signification is at the center
of the Nazi discourse. It allows for absolute power, by setting the parameters for
exclusion. Michael Foucault argues that discourse is inseparable from power, and that
such a hermetic system of signification allows for the establishment of 'truths' and
exclusion of those who deviate from those 'truths.' 15 Keun's magnified picture of
Germany opens the system of signification and dismantles the 'truths' propagated by the
Nazis. As Derrida points out "structures [are] to be undone, decomposed,
desedimented."(272)
Through the eyes of the nineteen-year-old protagonist Sanna Morder, the reader
sees a very different picture from that of the propaganda films, as for instance Leni
Riefenstahl's well known film Triumph o/the Will. By exposing oppression,
denunciation, fear, poverty and state infiltration, Keun dismantles the image of Nazi
Germany. She questions Hitler's idea ofa homogeneous society, where all are 'free'
supporters of the Nazi regime and enjoy progress and happiness. Keun shows how
government oppression was fundamental in guaranteeing people's support, as well as
how different sections of society contributed to the regime's perpetuation of power
through denunciation. As Ritta Jo Horsley observes, "through her protagonist's precise
15

observations of the day-to-day behaviour of 'Kleinbtirger' (the petit bourgeois) and the
literary intelligentsia under Nazism, Keun reveals mechanisms of fascist domination and
their psycho-social roots" (78). Keun achieves this precision metaphorically through the
magnifying glass motif.
The magnifying glass is the narrator' s instrument in the process of deconstructing
National Socialism. However, this process begins slowly; the narrator uses it first to
scrutinize her appearance. As she looks at her skin with the help of a magnifying glass,
she becomes aware of the flaws in her own appearance. This awareness awakens in the
narrator a keen sense of observation that expands to everything and every person around
her. What begins as a process of self-deconstruction extends to everything and to
everyone in the narrator' s environment. Through the magnifying glass motif, Keun
achieves the two main tasks of Deconstruction, as presented by Jaques Derrida, namely to
"inhabit the margins of traditional systems of thought in order to put pressure on their
borders and to test their unexamined foundations" and to "expose the problematic nature
of all ' centered' discourses, those which depend on concepts such as truth, presence and
origin" (274).
When the narrator offers herself as the first subject to be deconstructed, she
appears at first happy with what she sees in the mirror "Wenn ich abends vorm
zubettgehen in den Spiegel gucke, dann finde ich mich manchmal sehr htibsch und liebe
meine Haut, weil sie so glatt und weiB ist" (NM 6). The perfect appearance of her skin is
only possible when in conjunction with the rest of her body, as a complete entity. The
process of self-deconstruction and subsequent criticism is initiated when she begins to
16

segment herself and focuses on the appearance of her skin. The appearance of her skin
changes dramatically when she looks at her hand in isolation "Da habe ich meine Hand
mal unterm VergroBerungsglas betrachtet und war furchtbar erschrocken. Eine
Sommersprosse auf meiner Hand sah aus wie ein Kuhfladen. We1cher Mensch sieht denn
an sich so was gem? (NM 7).
Sanna's skin appears not as "glatt und weiB" as she believed it to be when she
looked at herself in the mirror. In fact, Sanna sees flaws on her skin that she would not
have noticed otherwise, without the magnifying glass "Ich dachte, nun wtirde die Haut
von meiner Hand wie ein seidenes Wunder, aber der Algin hat ein VergroBerungsglas"
(NM 7). It is with this sentence that Keun establishes the magnifying glass motif, which
becomes a pivotal tool in Keun's social-political criticism; once Sanna becomes aware of
her complexion flaws, she begins the process of deconstructing herself, which she can no
longer stop. The process continues with Sanna viewing Nazi dictatorship. With the help
of the magnifying glass, Sanna strives to "disassemble the parts of a whole" (Derrida
271). People, events and even nature do not escape the narrator's critical eye as she uses
the magnifying glass.
By offering a magnified view of Sanna's life, Keun reveals the mechanisms of
Nazi repression that lead a 19 year-old girl into exile. Keun also discusses the
consequences of being outside of the ideological structure. People are left with three very
difficult choices all of which come at a high price: conformity, suicide, or exile. Sanna's
brother Algin chooses the first. The journalist Heine takes the second one; for him exile is
not an option. Exile becomes Sanna's only choice after she, and later her lover Franz,
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become victims of denunciation.
It is significant that the magnifying glass belongs originally to her brother Algin.

In his writing before the rise of the National Socialist regime, Algin had the ability to
observe and to criticize the dominant social discourse by exposing societal flaws . Sanna
explains about one of his books "Eines handelt von einer Frau, die im Warenhaus stiehlt,
sie ist aber trotzdem gut, ihr blieb nichts anderes ubrig" (NM 12). She also refers to
Algin' s other book Schatten ohne Sonne, as one which has upset the town's priest "Gott
habe den Algin reich beschenkt und reich begabt. Es sei ein schlechter Dank, den Geber
zu verleungnen" (Keun 13). The same book was made into a movie and experienced great
success during the Weimar years.
However, with the rise of National Socialism, the whole scenario changed for
Algin. He no longer wished to offend the values of the new state. The framed newspaper
article and picture of Algin no longer hang in his father' s living room. Sanna explains that
his father "muBte Rucksicht auf die Gaste nehrnen, und darum hat er das Bild des Fuhrers
uber das Sofa gehangt statt der eingerahrnten Kritik von Algin" (NM 14). Algin' s book is
blacklisted because the Nazis consider it "zersetzend .. . [es] vergeht sich an dem
elementaren Aufbauwillen des Dritten Reichs" (NM 13). He becomes aware of the
implications of having a son who is blacklisted. It is not clear whether his father is a
willing party member. He knows, however, what one is supposed to do. According to
Algin's father one must "den Fuhrer hochachten" in order to be in good terms with the
state. He learned this as a lesson from Segebrecht, who ended up in a concentration camp
for making a loud comment in a public place against the Nazi regime. (NM 14). This
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illustrates how important denunciation was as a mechanism of repression and how
difficult things have become for Algin. Algin is left with three choices: exile, opposition
or conformity. Algin chooses to stay in Germany, and in order to do that he begins to
write within the Nazi system of signification. The magnifying glass is now in the hands of
his sister Sanna. Ironically, Sanna uses it to take a closer look at Algin's life.
By putting her brother's life under a magnifying glass, Sanna shows how the
regime's repression mechanisms affected Algin's life; because of his attachment to a
bourgeoisie life-style, he decides against opposition and emigration. Sanna reveals how
his life is constructed as a play, where he is the main character. Algin was a very
successful writer before the rise of National Socialism and all his success and money
allow him to have an expansive life-style: "Als er bertihmt wurde, hat er sich eine
Wohnung gemietet mit graBen schonen Zimmern, ... wo von frtiher her immer die
teuersten Leuten wohnten .. ." (NM 14). Through her magnifying glass Sanna takes a
closer look behind this fa((ade and reveals how Algin's apartment and expensive furniture
are part of a scenario, a construct, which reflects Algin's infatuation with bourgeoisie lifestyle. As she observes "[d]iese Wohnung war fur den Algin eine groBartige
Theatervorstellung, die er aufftihrte. Leute sollten da reingehen und klatschen und wissen,
daB der Algin eine Hauptrolle spielt" (NM 15). Sanna zooms further into his relationship
with his wife Liska, unveiling how even his wife is nothing more than a part of this
construct "[u]nd er hat sie geheiratet, weil sie ihn bewunderte als einen dichtenden Gott
und eine Frau zum Aufbau gehort wie eine Wohnung" (14 NM). Algin cannot let go of
his social position in favor of opposition. As Wolfgang Pasche writes, he cannot bring
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himself to take a stand and to make "seinen Ruf als erfolgreicher Schriftsteller etwa fUr
den Widerstand" (105) useful.
In order to be able to stay in Germany, he begins to write what Pasche, and for
that matter Sanna, calls Heimatiiteratur, focusing on nature and the homeland. Algin
must conform to the rules, he must write within the system of signification prescribed by
the dominant Nazi discourse. As Sanna describes, he writes "als mlisse man jedes
Haufchen Kuhmist an sein Herz drticken, urn ein anstandiger Mensch zu sein" (NM 9).
However, as Sanna reveals, although Algin still has the material things he praises, he is at
the same time unhappy with his compromise. For a short moment at the end of the
narrative he considers exile and suicide, but decides to stay in Germany. The idea of
suicide gives him a feeling of control over his life, which combined with alcohol keeps
this feeling going. As Sanna explains "[w]er entschlossen ist, zu sterben, hat groBe
Macht, und Algin lebte stundenlang berauscht von dem Geilihl dieser Macht und
nebenbeiberauscht von We in aufleeren Magen" (NM 104). Algin struggles with his
choices but he cannot commit suicide. His powerlessness translates itself into a deep selfhatred. Algin searches for someone, who is "schlechter," "dtimmer" and
"minderwertiger" than himself. However, as Sanna observes "er sagt, er habe nach
diesem Menschen gesucht, ihn aber nicht gefunden" (NM 104). Deep inside, Algin feels
that the Heini's words ring true: " ... ein Dichter, der nach menschlichem Diktakt
schreibt, obwohl Gott ihm diktiert, ist ein Schwein" (NM 105). From up-close, behind
the nice apartment and picture perfect wife, there is a writer who despises himself. Like
suicide, exile is also not a choice for Algin. After meeting an old man from Cologne
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named Kiippers in the bar, Algin makes plans to flee with him "[fJortwandem will der
Algin mit dem alten Herm Kiippers. Fortwandem in den Tanus, die Mosel entlang - ganz
gleich wohin" (NM 105). However, when Kiippers comes to Algin's apartment to escape
with him, Algin makes his final decision to stay. It is ironic that Algin pictures his escape
along the Mosel; as he imagines his escape, Algin idealizes nature according to the
parameters established by the Nazi-regime. According to Sanna, however, the Mosel is
not the nicest river one would choose for a walk. This shows how Algin is unwilling to
deconstruct but willing to accept the standards of the regime. In fact, by giving up his
freedom of expression and by agreeing to write according to the Nazi system of
signification, Algin becomes an integral part in the construction of the Nazi regime. In
contrast, Sanna continues observing and de constructing her environment.
The idealization of nature and countryside is an important focus of Nazi
propaganda. This becomes clear as Sanna explains why preferring the big city could be
dangerous "Es ist nicht gut und edel, eine Stadt lieber zu haben und schoner zu finden.
Die Dichter schreibenjetzt auch aIle, daB man nur die natiirliche Heimat seiner Natur
lieben muB"(NM 5). However, instead of idealizing the nature of her homeland, Sanna
de constructs the nature of her hometown Lappensheim by putting it under her magnifying
glass. From a distance the Mosel and its surrounding nature seem to correspond to the
idyllic picture presented by Nazi propaganda. In order to deconstruct this picture, Keun
takes the reader closer and closer to her subject. The closer she gets to the Mosel, the
more she realizes that nothing is as beautiful and perfect as it seemed at first. This is the
case with the mountains and trees along the Mosel, "[vlon unserem Gasthof aus scheinen
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sie groBe grtine Lockenkopfe, ganz warm und freundlich man mochte sie streicheln. Aber
wenn Sie nahe rankommen, dann sind es keine weichen grtinen Locken, dann sind es
harte Baume mit Laub dran" (NM 7). The closer the narrator zooms in, the more
gruesome it becomes. In fact, once the mountains are near, the narrator notices not only
the terrible state of the environment, but also the reality of life many Germans experience
in the region. Sanna writes, "[w]enn Sie den Berg raufklettem ... da [sind] die Leute '"
armer und die Kinder blaB und verhungert. Die Blumen dort sind vie I weniger bunt und
die Apfel sind auch kleiner" (NM 7). At close proximity, Sanna reveals some of the
regime's imperfections and shatters the picture portrayed by Nazi-propaganda. Here,
Keun deconstructs concepts of homogeneity, perfection and the well-being of the Valk,
which are important pillars of National Socialist ideology.
Sanna continues her description of the Mosel, which differs from that of more
aligned poets, who write according to the guidelines of the regime:
Ich glaube jedenfalls nicht, daB die Gauleiter und hohen Minister geme
einen Winter lang in Lappensheim wohnen wtirden, wenn die Mosel giftig
gelb voll Lehm schwimmt und das ganze Tal mit dickem Wattenebel
vollgestopft ist; kaum kann man atmen. Immer ist es dunkel, man fallt auf
den lOchrigen Wegen. (NM 9)
Sanna continues her biting criticism by exposing the contradictions of a system that
values the love of the nature and of the land, but does not hesitate to destroy it through
pollution and construction. Sanna exposes the paradox between the exultation of nature
and the land development occurring during the Nazi regime. "Die Dichter schreibenjetzt
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auch aIle, daB man nur die natiirliche Heimat seiner Natur lieben muB. Trotzdem werden
die Stadte immer groBer gebaut, und AutostraBen werden angelegt auf den dampfenden
Erdschollen" (NM 9). Again Sanna takes apart Nazi propaganda, exposing the negative
side of development, and revealing the contradictions and fallacies of Nazi discourse.
Sanna not only focuses on the environment but also deconstructs the significance
of clothing. As she has done before, the narrator uses the magnifying glass to show a
contrast between what one sees on the surface and what appears from a close-up look.
Clothing assumes then an important role in the story. By zooming in on specific articles
of clothing Sanna puts what is on the surface (clothing) and what it is supposed to
represent (wealth, elegance) in contrast to people ' s actions and character. By
deconstructing people's images, Sanna touches on the idea of appearance and propaganda
as an integral part of Nazi ideology. Shopping for a blouse is the reason why Sanna and
Gerti go out on the day Hitler comes to Frankfurt "Heute nachmittag holte die Gerti mich
ab, weil sie sich eine rosa Bluse kaufen wollte .... Also wir waren unterwegs wegen der
Bluse, Gerti und ich" (NM 15). However, Sanna explains how Gerti's beauty and
sensuality does not depend on what she is wearing: "[I]hre Bluse war so jammerlich und
billig. Zuzahlen mliBte mir man, damit ich so'n Dreck anziehen wiirde. Reizender sah sie
aus als ich je aussah" (NM 15). Keun again deconstructs the idea of appearance although
here she works from an inverted perspective. Unlike the image of the Mosel, which loses
beauty as one approaches it, Gerti is beautiful and sensual in spite of her cheap clothing.
Another significant object is the silver fox fur worn by Frau Breitwehr. Furs are
important in Keun's earlier works. They are symbols of status and a sign of the "new"
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independent woman of the Weimar period. However, Keun chooses to give Frau
Breitwehr's silver fox fur a different meaning. Although it should symbolize status and
independence, Frau Breitwehr's fur "macht sie nicht schaner" (NM 32). When Breitwehr
wears it "[ dann] sieht es aus, als gehe ein reicher Pelz mit einer armen Frau spazieren"
(NM 33). In fact, the fur becomes more or less a curse to Frau Breitwehr "[d]er
Silberfuchs ist ihr zum Fluch geworden" (NM 34). It is because of the fur that Frau
Breitwehr is forced to let another person's child, namely Frau Silias', become a
Reihendurchbrecherin 16 during Hitler's visit and not her own. Sanna moves the

magnifying glass from the fur onto the relationship between Silias and Breitwehr,
revealing how Silias used denunciation as a way to attain social status. Silias knows that
Breitwehr bought her fur at a Jewish store and threatens to denounce her. The narrator
explains that Frau Silias "weiB auch, daB die Frau Breitwehr bei Juden gekauft hat und
konnte das in der NS-Frauenschaft erzahlen" (NM 34). Keun addresses here the issue of
denunciation as a powerful means of oppression and control, which has proven to be a
successful symbiotic relationship between the Nazi regime and those seeking to elevate
their social status.
Ironically, although both women are part of the NS-Frauenschaft and as such they
should behave as members of the same team, Frau Silias uses all her power to denounce
Frau Breitwehr as a way to attain social status. As the narrator explains, Frau Breitwehr
and Frau Silias "muBten beide sich gegenseitig helfen, weil sie beide in der NSFrauenschaft sind. Da mlissen sie kampfen und an das Gemeinwohl denken und sich auf
deutsche Art verbunden ftihlen und das beweisen mit Taten und Volkstanzen" (NM 34).
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However, in order to claim a place for her daughter as a Reihendurchbrecherin, Silias
does not hesitate to threaten Breitwehr, who as Sanna explains had "gro13e Angst und
muBte zulassen und mitansehen wie Bertchen Silias Reihendurchbrecherin wurde" (NM

34). Again Keun's words reiterate the magnifying symbol, amplifying the reader's view
of life in Nazi-Germany. Through her sharp observations, Keun exposes to the reader' the
contrast between how things look on the surface and how they are from up close. By
zooming in on the day's events Keun shows how Silias, a 'respectable' member of the
NS-FrauenschaJt, uses denunciation as way to attain social prestige. As Dorothee

Rohmild points out about Silias " ... [m ]it kOITupten Methoden macht sie sich die
politischen Verhaltnisse fur den eigenen sozialen Aufstieg zunutze (111).
In fact, Silias desire for prestige and power is even greater than her concern over
her daughter's health. By showing a magnifyied picture of this scene, Keun exposes how
the obsession for prestige and social status leads Frau Silias to sacrifice her own daughter.
Bertchen becomes sick with a fever and a sore throat but instead of being put in bed she is
dressed up in a dress of "himmelblauer Seide" (35) to perform for Hitler. Keun goes into
very specific and significant details in her description of this scene. The flowers Bertchen
holds, for instance, are supposed to show the beauty of the nature from the Mosel region.
However, according to Sanna the ones along the Mosel are not "so groB wie bei diesem
Flieder aus Nizza" (35). Again, by showing that the flowers "aus deutschen Gauen" are
actually from Nizza, Sanna dismantles the idyllic image of German nature. There is too
much at stake for the Silias couple. Besides, the Silias' did not want to waste all the
money and preparation they had put into it because their daughter fell ill. Sanna writes
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"[a]uBerdem war der kostbare Flieder aus Nizza schon bezahlt, und Herr Silias hatte das
Gedicht gemacht und Bertchen einstudiert, endlich konnte sie die richtige Betonung"
(NM 35). Above all, Frau Silias does not want to give Breitwehr a chance of having her
daughter be the Reihendurchbrecherin. Sadly enough, she sacrifices her daughter and
loses what should be most important in her personal life.
Sanna exposes those, who like the Sillias family, use denunciation to solve
personal disputes and/or to attain a higher level of status and power. I? Jealous of Sanna's
involvement with her son Franz, her aunt uses the opportunity to denounce her to the
Gestapo. Keun exposes symbiotic relationships between the state and people. People who
denounce their loved ones, friends and family members use the system to put forth their
personal interest. The regime at the same time uses the social interaction among people as
a tool to guarantee that those who fall outside the structure of power will be denounced
and eliminated. It is in a wayan exchange of power that works well for the system and for
those who benefit from denouncing others.
As Sanna describes "[w]ir leben nun mal in der Zeit der groBen deutschen
Denunziantenbewegung. Jeder hat jeden zu bewachen, jeder hat Macht tiber jeden. Jeder
kann jeden einsperren lassen. Der Versuchung, diese Macht auszutiben, kannen nur
wenige widerstehen" (NM 88). After being denounced herself, Sanna's comments are
increasingly more critical and her situation is increasingly more complicated. Sanna
dreams of other places where the atmosphere is not one of fear and threat:
Ich war mUde bis Verzweiflung - muB ich mein ganzes Leben
bleiben? ... Lander gebe es ohne versteckte gefahren, dort kanne man
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grUBen, wie man Lust habe - an Festtagen dUrfte man weinen und an
Trauertagen lachen, wie es einem grad urns Herz sei. (NM 62)
This quotation illustrates once again how oppressive the centered and structured Nazi
discourse is. One must behave and even feel a certain way. Sanna finally reaches her
decision to leave after she finds out Franz has also been victim of a denunciation and ifhe
stays in Germany his fate will be death.
Seeking to eliminate competition to his tobacco store and to regain the acceptance
of the SA, Schleimann, businessman/SA member, denounces Franz and his friend Paul to
the Gestapo, leading to their arrest and ultimately to Paul's assassination. Schleimann was
barred from the SA because of rumors that he was not a true Aryan. The rumors were that
"seine GroBmutter sei Jiidin gewesen" (NM 118). Schleimann is later reaccepted but is
significantly demoted from his previous position. Keun's description of Schleimann
works again as a zoom. On the surface Schleimann is a "vierzigjahriger Familienvater"
(NM 117). Under a closer look Schleimann is Janus-faced sexual pervert " ... er hatte
ununterbrochene Lust auf Frauen und Madchen, die ihn nichts angingen" (118). His
reasons for being in the SA are also dubious since as Sanna observes, Schleimann himself
was a "groBartiges Mitglied einer verbotenen Partei,"(NM 119) before he denounces Paul
and Franz for alleged communist activities. Schleimann's action does not go without
consequences for himself. After finding out the truth, Franz strangles Schleimann in a
public garden, "Die Hande von Franz lagen fest und unerbitterlich urn Schleimann's Hals.
AIle Glut des Hasses stromte in die Hande und gab ihnen wilde Kraft. Der Spaten entfiel
Schleimanns rechter Hand" (NM 121).
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The mechanisms of Nazi repression work in every level of society. By showing
how politics have permeated private life and the consequences thereof, that is,
denunciation and lack of freedom of expression, Keun gives the reader insight into a very
powerful repression mechanism of the Nazi Regime very early on in modem history. In
fact one, of the most remarkable characteristics of the book is how advanced Keun ' s
political analysis is for the time the book was published. As Ingrid Marchlewitz observes,
Keun' s "politische Analyse des Nationalsozialismus erreicht zu diesem relativ frtihen
Zeitpunkt eine Gtiltigkeit, wie sich meist nur in Btichem, die nach 1945 publizierten
wurden, finden HH3t" (155).
Keun further deconstructs Nazi discourse by breaking the unity between content
and form . Although on the surface, Sanna's language reflects her age and her social
status, that of a young and not very educated girl who appears to be very naIve, Sanna is
very sharp in her criticism. Sanna' s diction, which is closer to spoken rather than to
written language, is obviously outside the structure of power, is in itself an act of
deconstruction. During an interview with Klaus Antes, Keun explains what her influence
was and the reasons for using this style of language. Keun cites Voltaire as a major
influence quoting the following words: "Die Sprache muE sich dem Gegenstand
anpassen, dann ist das Buch gut" (160). Keun chooses a narrator from whom a reader
would not expect so much criticism. Sanna is, on the surface, a typical young girl. From
up-close Sanna is a restless critic of her environment. Sanna, as Dietrich Steinbach
explains, is " [n]eugierig und mit wachen Sinnen blickt sie, meist von den Randem der
Gesellschaft her, auf die alltaglichen Gesten und Verhaltensweise der Menschen" (2).
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More than just mere observation, through simple language, the narrator is able to unmask
the contradictions and repression mechanisms of the Nazi regime.
Keun utilizes different means to achieve the narrator's simple and conversational
tone, like the frequent use of the conjunction "und" and the use of definite articles before
proper names "Als wir heutenachmittag im RoBmarkcafe saBen, die Gerti und ich, dachte
sie, der Dieter werde vielleicht kommen ... " Another very important device is the use of a
vernacular typical of a 19 year- old girl "rumargert" "raufklettert" "rankommen"
"ScheiBkram" "sauft" "besoffenen" "weil ja doch alles schnell kapputgeht und man auch
nie viel SpaB an all em hat auf die Dauer" (NM 14). Keun also writes in dialect as for
instance when when the farmer Segebrecht, who was sent to a concentration camp, utters
the remarks "[d]at die ArschlOcher sehn, wat sie jewahlt haben"(NM 14). Even Klaus
Mann who claims to prefer what he calls "gut geschriebene BUcher" and to be suspicious
of literary" ... Tricks, die gleichsam aus der Not eine Tugend machen,"(167) admits that
Keun's 'trick' fulfills its goal. He recognizes the book's great achievment by using " ... die
scheinbar nachlassige, zuweilen aber sehr kunstvoll konzentrierte Art des Vortrages
gerade fesselnd, gerade spannend und intensive wird" (168). Furthermore, through this
technique, Keun is able to relate to a variety of readers. As Sautermeister points out,
"derartige Erzahlweisen konnten bei gebildeten wie 'ungebildeten' Lesern aufgeklartes
VergnUgen an der Ich-Erzahlerin und kritisches MiBvergnUgen Uber ihre Umwelt
wecken" (Sautermeister 456).
Sanna's description of Hitler's visit to Frankfurt is a perfect example for Keun's
political analysis and her sharp criticism. As she focuses on Hitler and his political
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parade, her criticism becomes more and more pungent. From a distance, Sanna is sitting
on the balcony of a cafe, the parade seems like a wonderful spectacle. Sanna feels
overwhelmed by what she sees:
Dann glitten auf einmal Autos tiber die Stra13e - so weich und eilig wie
fliegende Daunenfedem. Und so schon! Nie in meinem Leben habe ich so
wunderbare Autos gesehen. Und so viele Autos kamen, so viele! AIle
Gauleiter und zugehorigen hohen Parteimanner fuhren solchen Autos, es
war herrlich. (NM 23)
However, Sanna's magnified perspective reveals that the parade is nothing more than a
show of pompous and false values. Sanna sees that in reality people like her and Franz
would never be able to afford a car like the ones in the convoy" ... er wtirde noch hundert
Jahre leben und von morgens bis abends arbeiten -wenn er immer Arbeit hatte - und
wtirde ... nichts tun als sparen, sparen, sparen - dann konnte er sich in hundert Jahren
noch nicht immer so ein Auto kaufen" (NM 24). Under a closer look, Hitler himself is
revealed as an empty-handed "Prinz Kameval im Kamevalszug," (24) one that "war
nicht so lustig und frohlich wie der Prinz Karneval und warf auch keine Bonbons und
Strauchen, sondem hob nur eine leere Hand" (24). Behind this seemingly satiric scene,
Keun hides her sharp criticism of the Nazi regime. Keun does more than ridiculing Hitler
as a bad "Prinz Kameval." By contrasting one of the most important rituals of National
Socialism - the Nazi greeting - to the idea of an empty-handed Prinz Kameval, Keun
deconstructs the image of Hitler. National Socialism is portrayed as a regime that does
not adequately provide for its people. This image signifies how Hitler has nothing to give
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to his followers. As Ingrid Marchlewitz observes, this association" .. .ist die
Charakterisierung eines Mannes, der seinem Yolk trotz anderslauter Versprechen eben
nichts zu geben hat" (156).
This process of deconstruction continues in the story, when Keun attacks the
concept of equality among people, another important pillar of National Socialism. Keun
often compares the Nazis to actors in a play or movie, who attempt to impose their
ideological construct as reality. Sanna remarks the similarity between one of Algin's
friends, an actor, who because of his job has a deep concern over his appearance, to
Goring. Algin's friend "muI3 durch seine Erscheinung wirken und tragt darum immer
teuersten Kravatten und leuchtende Schweinslederhandschuhe" (NM 25). Like the actor,
Goring also tries to make himself stand out through what he wears "weil der so was Rotes
an seiner lacke hat - man weiI3 ja von Fotografien her, daI3 er immer gem aparte Kostiime
tragt" (NM 25).
Sanna continues deconstructing the event by drawing another parallel between the
entertaining function of films and actors and the function of the parade and Hitler. In a
naIve but sarcastic tone Sanna reveals how carefully constructed the Nazi State is at the
same time she disassembles it through her sharp criticism. Sanna wonders how difficult it
must be for Hitler to maintain his image:
Der Fuhrer gibt ... sein ganzes Leben hin, fur sein Yolk fotografiert zu
werden. Man stele sich nur so eine ungeheure Leistung vor:
ununterbrochen sich fotografieren zu lassen mit Kindem und
Liebeshunden, im Freien und im Zimmem - immerzu. (NM 25)
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Between the lines there is a very sharp criticism, disguised in the narrator's ingenuous
and at the same time sarcastic tone, as Sanna compares Hitler to a martyr, who makes
sacrifices for his appearance. Hitler sits through long Wagner operas "weil das deutsche
Kunst ist, fUr die er sich opfert" (25). Thus further emphasizing Hitler's disinterest in his
people.
Sanna reveals how the Nazis use the power of films as propaganda vehicles. She
de constructs the Nazi State by revealing what these films really are, namely a vivid
representation of the Nazi construct, not reality. Sanna goes one step further by
comparing Hiltler to Hollywood actors such as Marlene Dietrich. For Sanna, Dietrich,
like Hitler, makes sacrifices in favor of her appearance "Bertihmtheit fordert immer
Opfer, das habe ich mal in einem Artikel tiber Marlene Dietrich gelesen. Es heiBt ja
immer, der Ftihrer wtirde nur Radieschen essen und Schwarzbrot mit Klatschkase" (25).
The Nazi construct would not be possible through propaganda alone. The Nazi State's
invasion of one's
personal life was an important mechanism of repression.
Keun's narrator also reveals how politics penneate everyone's personal life; even in the
lives of those, who like Sanna, are not directly involved in political activities. Sanna does not seek
involvement. In fact, it is politics that invade her personaIlife. Karl Krohnke states "in der
nationalsozialistischen Gesellschaft gibts es keine Privatheit" (194). In a system of signification so
tight like that of Nazi discourse, any comment or gesture that remotely deviates from what is
established can be interpreted as an act of subversion against the Nazi regime. Sanna, however,
does not hesitate to continue her deconstruction and thus challenge the Nazi State. In fact, this lack
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of privacy permeated by fear of denWlciation constitutes a very powerful tool of oppression in the
Nazi regime. KeWl exposes this aspect of society through several examples of how politics have
affected one's private life.
What could have been an ordinary but nice afternoon, namely two young girls
going shopping and than going to a cafe, takes a different tum as Sanna looks closely.
Again, by zooming in on a particular event Keun reveals how politics has invaded one's
private life. Gerti and Sanna choose one of the few cafes in Frankfurt that still allow the
presence of Jews. By entering the cafe Sanna explains how she and Gerti are taking the
risk of being denounced. According to Sanna it is a pity that the "Aryans" must be afraid
of being denounced. According to her, the cafe is one of the nicest in town " .. . es ist
traurig fur die Arier, daB sie Angst haben mUssen, auch dort zu sitzen. Sie mUss en
ftirchten, daB der 'StUrmer' dann von ihnen schreibt sie seien Judenknechte. Und wenn
sie dann Beamte sind, werden sie entlassen" (NM 16).18 Sanna knows that her own and
her friend's private lives are under scrutiny. There are rules even for love "Frtiher war es
imrner so gemtitlich wenn zwei Madchen mal gemeinsam auf die Toilleten gingen. Man
puderte sich und sprach schnell wichtiges tiber Manner und Liebe ... es waren doch
interessante, frohliche Gesprache"(NM 31). Sanna complains about the invasion of her
private life by the Nazi State. This atmosphere is Wlbearable to Sanna. She and Gerti
reminisce about the time when politics did not permeat the air and a conversation about
men between two girls in bathroom was not a risky activity "Jetzt ist die Politik auch in
diese Luft eingedrungen. Gerti sagt: Es sei schon so viel wert, wenn auf so 'ner Toillete
keine Toilettenfrau sitze, der man Heil Hitler sagen mtisse und dafUr noch zehn Pfennig
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geben" (17).
A closer look on the impossible relationship between Gerti and Aaron, further
illustrates this issue. Gerti is in love with the half-Jew Aaron. She continues her
relationship in spite of the racial laws. 19 Sanna knows how dangerous this situation is for
Gerti. However, Sanna questions this law by explaining how feelings cannot be regulated.
She also de constructs Nazi control by showing Gerti's disregard of the racial laws and
how the Nazi State could not control her feelings . As she observes "Aber was macht
einem Madchen schon ein Gesetz aus, wenn es Lust hat auf einen Mann? Und wenn ein
Mann Lust hat auf ein Madchen, dann kann der Henker mit dem Beil hinter ihm stehendem Mann ist alles egal auBer dem einen ... " (NM 16). Through this image of the
executioner waiting for those who break the law, Keun shows at the same time that there
is still a spirit of defiance and in spite of the dominant atmosphere of fear of the time and
foreshadows the fate of those who were outside the Nazi political and social construct.
Sanna herself becomes increasingly aware that she is outside this construct. She describes
two instances where she is quizzed on her understanding of National Socialism. The first
situation illustrates the dominance of National Socialist discourse in daily life and how
hard it is even for someone as apolitical as Sanna (at least on the surface) to lead a life
outside the Nazi concept "Ich bin mUde. Alles war heute so aufregend und anstrengend,
wie das ganze Lebenjetzt Uberhaupt. Ich mag nicht mehr denken .... Gem wiirde ich in
Ruhe me in Glas Bier trinken, aber wenn ich das Wort Weltanschauung hore, weiB ichja,
daB Krach kommt" (NM 4).
As Sanna progresses in her descriptions of the people and events of the day, she
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becomes increasingly aware that the signifier Weltanschaung has a very specific signified
in Nazi discourse . She also becomes aware ofthe consequences of not sharing the one
prescribed by the Nazi regime, of not accepting the Nazi State system of signification
"Gerti und ich haben nun schon tausendmal erlebt, daB bei solchen Fragen nur Arger fUr
uns kommt" (NM 28). The initial consequences of being at the margins of the social
construct are ' Arger' and ' Krach' . In spite of the risks, Sanna continues dissecting the
Nazi State although she knows how serious the consequences can be. Boycotts, beatings,
arrest, concentration camps and death are fates shared by all of those who openly oppose
the Nazi regime. Sanna and her lover Franz would have shared the same fate, if they had
not gone into exile. As Sanna makes arrangements and they leave after midnight, the title
of the novel becomes apparent. On the one hand, the idea of leaving in the middle of the
night represents the imminent danger in which they find themselves. As 10hanne
Bossinade observes, "[e]s ist Nach Mitternacht, die Zeit der Hascher, hochste Zeit also,
das Haus, das Land zu verlassen, bevor die Falle endgultig zuschnappt" (107). On the
other hand, it also signifies the beginning of a new day, or a new life in exile, as Sanna's
final comment in the train illustrates "Wenn wir aufwachen brauchen wir Kraft. Noch
scheinen Sterne hinter wolkigen Nebeln. Morgen laB etwas Sonne sein, lieber Gott"
(132). As Gerd Sautermeister observes "[d]ie Poesie der Sprache verleiht durch die
ausgefallene Vergleiche, Metaphern und kiihne Impressionen der Nacht das Gesicht, das
der anbrechende Tag haben wird" (473).
The verb 'to deconstruct' etymologically means 'to undo'. If anything is destroyed in a
deconstructive reading, it is the claim to unequivocal domination of one system of signification
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over another. In Nach Mitternacht, by taking a very close look at Nazi Germany, Keun
manages to expose the regime ' s system of signification and hence to deliver a critical
political analysis, which is rather advanced for 1937. From today's perspective, the
mechanisms of Nazi repression and its effects on one's private life and the complexity of
issues such as co-participation seem obvious. However, when the book was published in
1937 those issues had not been discussed in such detail. It is Keun who first dismantles
the 'truths' propagated by the Nazis in a novel.
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NOTES

1 The

following excerpt from Serke's interview with KeW1 illustrates how Serke's interview

often reflects Serke's personal impressions ofKeW1: "Gejammere kommt nicht tiber ihre Lippen.
Sie halt das so durch. Sie bleibt souveran, selbst wenn sie viel getrW1ken hat." (162)
2

KeW1 worked at the company Westdeutsche Gardinen Akt. Ges. For more details on Inngard

KeW1's resume see Hantzschel's Irmgard Keun (17).
3

Jfugen Serke quotes Dablin saying the following to KeW1 "Wenn Sie nur halb so gut schreiben,

wie Sie sprechen, erz1ihlen W1d beobachten, dann werden Sie die beste Schriftstellerin, die
Deutschland je gehabt hat" (164). Although Serke does not cite any sources, this quotation is often
used by scholars when writing about KeW1's life.
4

KeW1's first books were translated into several languages and in 1932, Gigli - Eine von uns

was made into a film (Hantzschel 149).
5

This illustrates the grandeur ofKeW1's accomplishments in two ways. While the quotation

shows that KeW1 has the praise of an established writer such as Tuchosky, it also reflects the male
domination of the writing circles of the time. There is evidence ofKeW1's regard ofTucholsky's
opinion. After being accused of plagiarism by the author Robert Neumann, KeW1 goes to
Tucholsky for advice: "Sie fanden manches von meinem Geschriebenen gut genW1g, sich offen
dafur einzusetzen. Dass ein jiinger Autor dafur von Herzen dankbar ist - ist doch
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selbstverstandlich .. .. Ich habe mir Newnanns Karriere kommen lassen - ich lese sie illlterbrochen
illld finde einfach keine, aber auch gar keine Begriindilllg seiner Vorwfufe .... Willden Sie mir
vielleicht helfen wollen illld mir schreiben, ob mein Kunstseidenes Mddchen gefahrliche
Ahnlichkeiten mit Karriere hat? Ich danke ihnen sehr, welID Sie es tilll. DaB ich es nicht erwarten
kann, weill ich" (Deutsches Literatur Archiv Marbach, July 12th, 1932).
6 In spite

ofTucholsky's response letter in which he claims there were more thanjust

concidential similarities between Keilll's and NeumaIID's books, nothing ever resulted from the
accusations. NeumaIID later apologized to Keilll. He attributed the accusations to Keilll's critics
claiming that he had never accused her of plagiorism: "Ich hatte nie dergleichen behauptet, ich
behaupte es heute nicht - ich hoffe, Frau Keilllliest diese Versichefilllg, die ja bloB mit ein paar
Jahrzehnte Verspatilllg kommt. Auch Frau Keilll hatte mich nicht notig" (I-HinzscheI43).
7 These

different female identities are represented in the 1929 Fritz Lang film Metropolis. The

figure of the woman cyborg, who is sexual, powerful and independent, is in sharp contrast to the
angelical and virginal figure of Maria. The destruction of the cyborg at the end of the film reflects a
shift to more conservative female images in the rising years of National Socialism.
8

"An der Passage stehen ein paar trUbselige Nutten, sie sehen brav, bieder illld schlecht gelailllt

aus, ohne Schrninke illld Attropin kOlIDte man sie fur entlassene TelefonbeamtiIIDen halten." (36).
9

In a letter to Arnold Strauss dated March 14th, 1936, Keilll tells him about her deal with the

Amsterdam publishing house "Kleine, Kleines, kleines - nilll hat sich (illlberufen) alles entschieden
- illld so schon illld gut entschieden, daB ich kaum daran glauben kann. Also - vor ca. 6 Wochen
schrieb mir der literarisch angesehnste Verlag Hollands wegen dem nachsten Roman .... Den
Vertrag muB ichja dort machen, illld vor 4-6 Wochen kann ich nicht reisen. - Jedenfalls ist die
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Sache perfekt (lUlberufen). Ins Danische wird die Sache schon tibersetzt . .. " (Kreis 157).
10

Gabriele Kreis published more than half of Keun' s letters to Arnold Strauss.

However, the majority of the letters are from Keun to Strauss, only one letter sent by him
remained. For that reason, we only have access to Strauss' point of view through Keun,
which is somewhat limiting. The main problem is that Gabriele Kreis and Arnold Strauss'
widow add many personal comments and undocumented references which interfere with
the interpretation of the letters. As Gerd Oberembt points out "Viele Erzahlungen,
Besprechungen, Ubersetzungen, Ehrungen werden nicht nachgewiesen, so dass die
angebrachte Uberprtifung der brieflichen Angaben nicht mehr moglich ist" (112).
11

The following is an excerpt of one ofKeuns letters to Hermann Kesten where she explains

how she managed to come back to Germany: "1m Hotel habe ich dann einen Offizier von der
deutschen Militar-Polizei kennengelemt. ... Den habe ich zersetzt. . . . Er hat rnir einen falschen
PaB verschaffi, indem er rnich als Verwandte ausgab lUld fUr rnich bfugte" (35).
12 In Ein Name firs

Kind, Wolfgang and Agathe discuss their neighbor's choice of name for

their child. They try to think of a name that would be 'politically correct' in the occupied Germany.
They avoid German names and try to decide among American, English, French and Russian
names. The impossible choice of the right name represents the coming to terms with the new
political atmosphere and the political instability that was still in the air. It is also a critique of the
Germans who like Wolfgang and Agathe care only about being on the winning political side. In the
following passage, Agathe suggests an English name "Was meinst du zu einem englischen
Namen? Vielleicht bekommst du die ZulasslUlg fUrs Auto, wenn sie den guten Willen sehen ... "
(Keun, printed in the Deutsche VolkszeitlUlg in 1985).
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13

By the time the book was published, Klaus Mann was already in exile. In the beginning of his

review of Nach Mitternacht, Mann discusses the problematic of exile. For Mann one of the greatest
problems faced by authors in exile is the the loss of connection with life in Germany "Es konnte
uns geschehen, da13 wir allmahlich den Kontakt zur deutschen Realitat verlieren. Nattirlich wir
verfolgen die Ereignisse, bleiben durchaus auf dem laufenden, lassen uns instruieren - nicht allein
durch die Presse, auch durch den Bericht von Augenzeugen. Trotzdem: die unmittelbare
Behrilhrung mit den deutschen Verhilltnisse, mit der Atmosphlire, die jetzt in Deutschland herrscht
fehlt uns" (Mann 166).
14

I depart from a Post-structuralist standpoint when I claim Nazi discourse is based on a 'fixed

system of signs." According to Saussure, there are no specific connections between signifier and
signified. For Saussure a word (signifier) will have more than one meaning (signified). At the heart
of Nazi discourse is the idea that each word has a right and very specific or fixed meaning. It is this
fixed connection between signified and signifier that I decide to call a fixed system of signification.
15

Focault has shown how this works in the case of clinics and mental institutions. Discourse

makes possible institutions, which in tum sustain and distribute those discourses. In other words,
these discourses are linked to social institutions, which have power in the sense that they control
bodies'and actions. As Focault states "[a] power relationship can only be articulated on the basis of
two elements which are indispensable if it is reality to be a power relationship: that 'the other' (the
one over whom power is exercised) be thoroughly recognized and maintained to the very end as a
person who acts" (220).
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16

Reihendurchbrecherin is a word used in the Nazi period to describe a girl who would literally

break or cut the line to greet Hitler and give him flowers. TIlls word is another good example of
how the tight relationship between signifier and signified in the Nazi system of signification.
17

Eva-Maria Siegel identifies three different reasons for denunciation "1. das Handeln aus

Loyalitat zum Regime ... ; 2.Instrumentalisierung der Denunziation fur personiiche Konflikte; 3.
Denunziatorische Handlungen aus der Lust heraus, anderen zu schaden innerhalb von Staatswesen,
we1che die Mobilmachung so1cher Leidenschaftenerlauben oder sie fordem" (260).
18

Der Sturmer was published by Julius Streicher, the Gauleiter from Franconia. It was first

issued in 1923, with small circulation. It had an enormous growth after 1933, partially because of
Streicher's popularity during party rallies. According to Levin by 1935 there were 500,000
subscribers. Typical headlines read, "He who buys from a Jew is a traitor to the Nation," and
"German Woman and Girls: The Jews are your Destruction." There were also the so-called
StUrmer guards who patronized Jews and their business and put pressure on other Germans to act as
informers. (Levin, 25)
19

Keun mentions the Rassengesetze referring to the September 15th 1935 Nuremberg Laws.

The laws which included the "Law for protection of German Blood and German Honor" and the
"Reich Citizenship Law." These laws defined Jews negatively as persons ineligible to citizenship
because they were not of "German blood." Jews were not permitted to marry or have sexual
relation with Germans, or display a German flag. These laws were followed by thirteen
supplementary laws to July 1943. (Levin, 24-25). This plus the fact that the narrator makes
references to Spring season suggest that the story is set in the Spring of 1937.
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